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PROGRAM NOTE ON THE YELLOW WALLPAPER

In any tragedy, the causes of the protagonist's downfall are twofold: the ineradicable
elements  of  her  character—the  internal  causes  or  “tragic  flaw”—and  the  unyielding
structures of her world—the external causes. It is the interaction of these internal and external
causes that drives the protagonist to her inevitable fate.

In  The Yellow Wallpaper,  however,  even the external  causes  appear largely  as  forces
within the Narrator's psyche, since the narrative revolves around affective states and mental
processes rather than events in the external world. Because of this focus on its protagonist's
subjectivity and isolation, the requirements of the work's performance are rather flexible; it
can be staged as a conventional opera, performed as a concert work, or even be presented in a
cabaret setting. Whatever the staging, however, the narrative rests upon the growing internal
conflict between the Narrator's irrepressible desire to imagine and create and her loyalty to a
society which adamantly denies the fulfillment of that desire.

This conflict manifests as a cycle of four affective states which appears in miniature
near the beginning of Scene One:  observing, imagining, conflicting, and acquiescing. While the
Narrator starts innocently enough by observing the house, she soon imagines that it could be
haunted. This fantasy then conflicts with the thought that her husband John would laugh at
her  fears,  so  she  acquiesces to  his  influence,  dismissing  her  misgivings  and  observing the
garden instead—thus beginning a new iteration of this vicious circle.  The cycle continues
throughout the opera over longer time spans. As the narrator’s loyalty to John causes her to
repeatedly repress her desire to write, she increasingly redirects her fertile imagination from
her creative aspirations to the wallpaper and its elusive patterns.

At the beginning of the work, the prosaic world of everyday life manifests as a late-
romantic sort of tonality in which key and meter are unambiguous. The imaginary world of
the  wallpaper,  on  the  other  hand,  is  initially  a  completely  separate  musical  universe
distinguished by more modern musical techniques such as the simultaneous use of different
keys  and  tempi  as  well  as  twelve-tone  pitch  structures  inspired  by  the  symmetries  of
wallpaper patterns themselves. As the narrator gradually loses her ability to distinguish the
real from the imaginary, the boundary between these two worlds becomes blurred; by Scene
Three, many tonal passages from Scene One return, only now “infected” by the wallpaper
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music. Thus the work as whole is a loose ternary form, with Scene Two as the contrasting
middle section between Scene One and Scene Three.

The Yellow Wallpaper is far and away my most ambitious work to date, in terms of both
its length and the time required to complete it. It all began rather unassumingly one night
some seven years ago over beer and fondue at the Hartland Inn in Wisconsin when Aimee
Marcoux first asked me to write her a piece based on Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s short story.
At the time, I had no idea what a epic journey I was embarking upon. I am deeply grateful to
have had Aimee’s enthusiasm, creativity, and patience along the way.

Many people who knew me well were surprised that I was now writing an opera after
previously  focusing  almost  exclusively  on  instrumental  music.  Indeed,  in  moments  of
frustration, I often felt clueless about opera and asked myself why I was writing this piece at
all. But in hindsight it all seems perfectly inevitable, for even my instrumental compositions
had always been driven by the frank emotionalism and dramatic forms which are (for me, at
least) the lifeblood of operatic music. Even the guilty pleasure I took in progressive rock—that
most epic and dramatic sub-genre of popular music—made newfound sense in light of my
new identity as an opera composer.

I would like to thank my advisor Scott Lindroth, who provided invaluable guidance
and untiring  support  as  I  delved  into  operatic  composition  for  the  first  time.  I  am also
indebted to my friend and fellow composer David Cutright, who generously shared his keen
musical judgments about my ideas in countless phone conversations at all hours of the day
and night.  And last but not least,  I  am grateful to Tomoko Nakayama for conquering the
relentless complexities of the piano part, which—far from the trivialities of many operatic
accompaniments—combines the challenges of an orchestral reduction with the demands of a
virtuosic chamber music part, requiring her to be an equal player with the protagonist herself.

—Michael Trinastic


